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* Parse and recover backup files of various formats * Download contacts from Symbian
S60 backup * View SMS messages, pictures and contacts from SMS, MMS, PIM,
Symbian S60 and S30 backup * Find any backup file on the phone * Back up messages
and contacts from your phone * Recover messages, pictures, contact lists, etc. from
Symbian backup * Extract backup files from Symbian backup Portable NbuExplorer
Features: * Loads and saves backup files of various formats * Adds pictures, contacts
and messages into the backup * Extracts messages, messages, contacts and pictures from
backup file * Supports Nokia PC Suite and Ovi Suite backup files * Extracts messages,
contacts and pictures from Symbian backup * Lists contacts in a tree view explorer *
Supports Nokia S60 and S30 Symbian operating systems * Many options available in the
menu Portable NbuExplorer Issues: * Please note that portable version only supports
read-only access to backup files. Portable S60Explorer Description: * Find backup files
on your phone * View NBU files * Extract Backup files from Symbian S60 Portable
S60Explorer Features: * Find backup files on your phone * View NBU files * Extract
backup files from Symbian S60 * Load backups of any type including old Nokia PC
Suite backups * Many options available in the menu * S60 explorer is able to load PC
Suite backups * Shows the backup file structure including contacts, messages and
pictures * You can make any backup file in NBU format compatible with S60 Explorer
S60 Explorer Issues: *Please note that portable version only supports read-only access to
backup files. Portable FbExplorer Description: * Find backup files on your phone *
View FBE files * Extract backup files from Symbian S60 Portable FbExplorer Features:
* Find backup files on your phone * View FBE files * Extract backup files from
Symbian S60 * Load backups of any type including old Nokia PC Suite backups * Many
options available in the menu * S60 explorer is capable of reading FBE files created with
Nokia PC Suite * Shows the backup file structure including contacts, messages and
pictures * You can make any backup file in FBE format compatible with S60 Explorer F

Portable NbuExplorer Crack+ Keygen [Win/Mac] [Latest-2022]

NbuExplorer is the only tool that allows you to extract messages and contacts from both
NBU and NBT backups. As a matter of fact, it also provides a built-in preview of the
content, thus offering you the highest chance of being right in which file exactly the
content is stored. It is very simple to use, allowing you to easily extract a content by
simply pointing the tool to a downloaded file and clicking 'Extract content'. Its user
interface is designed to be intuitive and simple and the ease of access is further enhanced
by a built-in search function. You can also access and export the content to a variety of
other applications, making it a powerful tool for contact management, file archiving and
copying. Key Features of NbuExplorer: * Extract messages from SMS, MMS, MMS2,
MMS3, NBU, NBF, NFB, NFC and ARC backup files. * Extract contacts from CSV,
CSV2, CSV3 and ARC backup files. * Extract contact list from SMS, MMS, MMS2,
MMS3, NBU, NBF, NFB, NFC and ARC backup files. * Extract text messages from
text files or ZIP archive. * Access and export content to text files or send it to a number
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of other applications. * Read the content displayed on the screen or display a list of
stored content, allowing you to choose what information to extract. * Display details
about the current folder, including the number of contacts, messages and new content in
the current folder. * Create backups for SMS, MMS, MMS2, MMS3, NBU, NBF, NFB,
NFC and ARC files. * Log the progress of the backup for easy tracking. Portable Phone-
Rescue is a simple backup application that is intended to restore your contacts from your
backup media or from a new device. It can be of great help when you are facing the
problem that you were using your computer to backup your contacts and now you cannot
find them. You will be able to import contacts from a backup file that you had stored in
your computer. By adding your Android phone to the list and selecting from your backup
files, you will be able to import contacts from any one you backed up in your computer
before. All of them will be added to the list and you will be able to access them via the
address book. You will be able to delete them from the device or 6a5afdab4c
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Pocket Digital Manager is a handy and accurate organizer with powerful search
capabilities. It has an intuitive interface, which offers the user a simple way to store their
data. It is used by individuals and organizations, enabling them to organize information,
folders and documents. It is compatible with Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, Unix and
embedded devices. It supports a wide range of formats such as PDF, JPG, JFIF, GIF,
TIF, BMP, ZIP, MP3 and MPEG, while also providing the ability to extract audio, video
and documents from various file formats. Pocket Digital Manager provides a simple way
to recover lost files, as it retains deleted items, even when the application is not running.
It supports 20 languages and localizations, enabling users to access and edit files in
several languages, from the same place. There is also support for calendars and tasks,
which are used to schedule events and manage time accordingly. It keeps track of the
information contained within your files, such as the date of creation and modification.
The information can be easily viewed through a natural interface. There are various
filters available in Pocket Digital Manager, which enable you to easily choose and sort
your file by a category, date and size. It can be used to sort data alphabetically, according
to the date in which they were created, or the date when the file was last modified. The
recovery mode enables you to recover deleted files, which can be saved in different
folders or recovered to your system. Packed with many essential tools, you can use
Pocket Digital Manager to manage files, creating folders and automatically updating
them. A feature that is very helpful is bookmarking, which enables you to quickly revisit
a file you may wish to access again. It is simple, to create bookmarks, which are
automatically added to your bookmarks library. It can be easily synchronized, supporting
FTP, HTTP and SCP protocols. You can also sync it with your smartphone. Pocket
Digital Manager Description: Pocket Duplicate Helper is a useful application that is used
to simplify the process of duplicating files. It can be used to create backups of your
important files, making it easily accessible if you lose them. The application is extremely
intuitive, allowing you to easily duplicate selected files or folders. It has integrated
functions and a simple interface, making it very easy to navigate and use. It supports
multiple file formats, enabling you to select any file you wish. Pocket Duplicate Helper
is capable of creating copies in several ways, including opening and saving

What's New in the Portable NbuExplorer?

Portable NbuExplorer is dedicated to Nokia phone owners, enabling them to access
backup files of various formats and explore theie content using the computer. With a
simplistic appearance, it can be of great assistance in recovering messages, pictures and
contact lists by extracting them from a previously created backup file. The application
can parse multiple file types, namely NBU, NBF, NFB, NFC and ARC, created with
either Nokia PC Suite or Ovi Suite. It is capable of extracting the data comprised by a
loaded backup file, displaying it within a forthright interface, with accessible menus and
options. The integrated tree view explorer displays the structure of the loaded backup,
allowing you to easily access internal files. It bundles options for sorting the content
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ascending or descending, by name, extension, size or creation time and helps you export
files to your computer for later use. Portable NbuExplorer is capable of identifying and
sorting files according to their type, displaying a list of SMS messages stored within the
loaded file. It groups them in three categories, namely 'Inbox', 'Outbox' and 'Others',
showing you the time of sending or receiving, the contact name and the actual text. The
application gathers data from VMG files, the 'Predefmessages' folder, as well as the
Symbian message store, while also being able to read binary encoded messages. The
application logs each file parsing operation, enabling you to quickly read about any error
that might be triggered during processing. In order to prevent file corruption, backup
files are only accessed in read-only mode. Portable NbuExplorer can prove useful in
cases when you need to retrieve messages or contacts from a backup file, offering you a
way to extract such content quickly and easily. It is the portable version of NbuExplorer,
which does not require installation and runs without affecting the registry. Portable
NbuExplorer Features: * Shows the tree structure of each loaded backup file * Parses
and extracts messages from NBU, NBU8 and NBF (programs and data) * Parses and
extracts messages from NBU, NBF, NBU2, NBU8, NBU9 and NBU11 (programs and
data) * Parses and extracts messages from NBU and NBU11.SE (programs and data) *
Parses and extracts messages from NBU and NBU9, NBU2 and NBU11.SE (programs
and data
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System Requirements:

Mac: Version 3.2.4 requires OS X 10.5 or later. Version 3.2.5 requires OS X 10.6 or
later. You can download and run the installer from Windows: Version 3.2.4 requires
Windows 7, Windows Vista, or Windows Server 2008 or later Linux: Version 3.2.4
requires Ubuntu 14
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